2 POST LIFTS
DARE TO COMPARE
Mohawk Lifts vs. Rotary Lifts & Challenger Lifts

MOHAWK LIFTS

2 Year Warranty

#1

Challenger Lifts

2 Year Warranty

25 YEAR WARRANTY

Rotary Lifts
COLUMN COMPARISON

12,000 lb. capacity Rotary column lying inside a 10,000 lb. capacity Mohawk Lift

3/4” High Strength Forklift Mast Section

Bent Sheet Metal
COLUMN WEIGHT

612 lbs.  VS.  331 lbs.

10,000 lb. capacity model System I

12,000 lb. capacity model SP012
LIFTING CHAINS VS. CABLES

Mohawk 1\textsuperscript{7/16}” lifting chain

3/8” Cables on other lifts

Cables, which stretch, fray, and have cable sheaves, need frequent replacement. Mohawk chains are guaranteed for 10 years.

SWING ARM DEFLECTION

Both vehicles are Chevy Silverado’s yet arms on the left are at a 90 degree angle while the other brand droops down.
LIFT COMPONENTS

- Sealed roller bearings
- Stainless steel hydraulic lines
- Leaf chains

**vs.**

- Plastic sliders
- Plastic cable rollers
- Rubber hydraulic hoses
- Wire rope

1 7/16” Leaf Chain

Stainless Steel Hydraulic Lines

Sealed Roller Bearings

Wire Rope Plastic Cable Roller

3/8” Wire Rope

Rubber Hydraulic Hose

Plastic Slide Block (sheave)
CARRIAGE COMPARISON

Heavy duty column construction with direct drive cylinders, direct drive lifting rods (not cables) and stainless steel hydraulic lines (not rubber hoses) which never wear, crack, or break.
Mohawk’s forklift channel & bearing (top right) vs. 3 different sheet metal columns that use plastic sliders. Like a forklift mast, Mohawk lifts DON’T WEAR OUT! Note the U.S. quarters on all four pieces (for scale).
All Mohawk lifts are designed, welded, and manufactured in the U.S.A. while other lift brands are Chinese or only assembled in the U.S.A. from Chinese parts.
Mohawk’s 29” wide and stable footprint uses 8 anchors vs. smaller footprints with less anchors. Note 4 anchor bolt holes across the critical rear vs. 2 anchor bolt holes.
OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTIONS

Fixed overhead shutoffs limit lifting height. Mohawk offers adjustable overhead or in-floor lines (shown) for all your lifting needs and low ceiling shops.
CYLINDER SIZE COMPARISON

Mohawk’s large 4” cylinders equal a longer seal, cylinder, motor and pump life vs higher operating pressure of small cylinders.
HEIGHT ADAPTERS
All Mohawk two post lifts include ALI certified truck adapters (3”, 5”, 6”, 7 1/2”, and/or 10” depending on lift) standard vs. the other brands offering them at extra cost.

5”, 7 1/2”, and 10” height adapters shown.
Model numbers: 018-000-106 (5”), 012-012-151 (7 1/2”), 018-000-105 (10”)
SAFETY WEIGHT GAUGE
Shows techs lift has been lowered on mechanical locks and aids in vehicle diagnosis

DUAL TROUGH TURF KIT
The only lift made (or designed) for both vehicle service and turf maintenance equipment

STORAGE ADAPTER
Converts quickly between frame and wheel engaging, ideal for vehicle storage, takes up less room than a 4-post lift

DRIVE-ON ADAPTER
No wasted time positioning swing arms, wheels and tires hang free for easy maintenance with full under-car access
Before You Buy Any Lift
See a Mohawk Lift

Check out how a Mohawk Lift is made here: www.MohawkLifts.com/2Post-Construction

Call or visit Mohawk at:
1-800-833-2006
www.MohawkLifts.com

Mohawk Lifts is a trademark of Mohawk Resources Ltd., which is not affiliated with the competitors included in this comparative advertisement.